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Few could predict what was instore for the year 2020. In November 2019, we lost a key customer

in the form of a central London coffee shop that had to close due to their ceiling falling down. We

limped into January 2020 on a down curve, hoping to offset the loss by establishing new

partnerships with wholesale customers up and down the country. We planned to make a

concerted effort to push Blue Bear towards businesses, large and small, to increase our volume

output and consequential profits. Why spin our wheels chasing 100 retail customers when 10

wholesalers would produce the same demand. And them Covid happened. We held our breath

and waited to see how it would impact this fledgling start-up, as 100% of our wholesale customers

were forced to shut their doors indefinitely. I was, however, grateful that our business has been

structured in a way that reduces our vulnerability to financial-risk. Maybe we could baton down

the hatches and see it through. Our operating costs are intentionally lean, and I knew that, worst

case scenario, I could dip into my savings to keep the company on its rails for at least another six

to nine months, if need be. Locked down at home, less distracted by the typical busyness of the

everyday, I began to notice the increasing sales notifications on my Shopify app. Our March sales

were surprisingly strong and April’s even better, as our retail customers came out swinging. Thanks

in large part to the heightened demand in posh coffee for work-from-homers, combined with an

increasingly evangelical group of supporters, our sales began to outperform the previous month’s

all the way to the year’s end.

In order to simplify our end of year accounts, we extended our second financial year from

October to December 2020, and as we approached the least exciting New Year’s Eve Party in the

history of the world, we had much cause to celebrate. 2020, an unquestionably horrendous year

for all, had, in fact, seen our annual sales double and our customers, social media followers and

podcast listeners grow with ever increasing momentum.

In October, we donated £12600 to our three charity partners, over four times what we gave away

the previous year. In November, we produced our first ethically sourced, fair trade teddy bear and

our year ended with the nomination for a Thomson Reuters Stop Slavery Award. No amount of

strategy or effective planning could have prepared us for 2020. A year that has done such

damage to businesses all over the world had inadvertently given Blue Bear Coffee Co. a que-jump  

to year 3 or 4 of our predicted turnover. The irony of this unpredicted blessing has not been lost

on me and I am extremely grateful for every new customer who chose to support us in 2020, over

the thousands of over coffee companies. You are welcome here and we appreciate you.

 Bryn Frere-Smith
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101 KEEP CUPS SOLD
Unique glass Blue Bear Coffee Co. Keep Cups to

help our customers reuse and not choose refuse.

916

220G COFFEE BAGS SOLD

Individual retail coffee bags sold to shops and sent

directly to customers homes from our online store.

£12600 - RAISED FOR CHARITY
In October we were able to donate £12600 to support the work of International Justice Mission,

Justice & Care and Unseen Uk. The total was raised through a combination of our end of year

profits, Ebay for Freedom Summer Fundraising Campaign and the Big Give match-funding

campaign.

1499

1KG COFFEE BAGS SOLD

Individual retail coffee bags sold sent directly to

customers homes from our online store.
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352BLUE BEAR-IEFING

By the end of 2020 we had over 350 regular

readers of our monthly blog and newsletter.

1320ONLINE CUSTOMERS
At the close of 2020 we had over 1300 customers

who had order coffee with us through the website

WE PUT PEOPLE, PLANET AND
PURPOSE ABOVE PROFIT.

3000+
SOCIAL MEDIA
FOLLOWERS
In December 2020 we had over 3000 committed 

 followers across Instagram, Facebook and Twitter.



Blue Bear was created as an alternative to a traditional charity. Although our aims are much the

same, to fight human trafficking and care for survivors, we wanted to go about it differently and

create a sustainable source of funding that wasn’t reliant on the generous donations of individuals,

already committed to the cause. We wanted to engage people who were otherwise unaware or

uninformed of this particular problem. We were also conscious of the many brilliant charities that

already occupy this space and had no intention of robbing Peter to pay Paul. We therefore chose to

generate new capital by selling a product, an ethically sourced product to boot. A product that

allows us to engage in modelling a best practice means of operating a business with fair wages and

transparent supply chains. A product that has used slave labour for centuries. Coffee.

We weren’t the first to do this and, in the words of Isaac Newton, we have only got to this point by

standing on the shoulders of giants. Many great ventures that have gone before us, paving a way for

profit with purpose capitalism. It’s encouraging to see the growth in social entrepreneurship and

purpose-based businesses like Tony’s Chocoloneley, whose products are now available on our

website. This year, we’ve also been privileged to share a stage with a number of high-profile

businesses including Hewlett Packard, Tesco and Mars, as a nominee for the Thomson Reuters Stop

Slavery Awards. 

In 2020, we processed over a 1300 orders, each of which went out with a flyer identifying how to

spot the signs of slavery in your community. Few opportunities to talk on radio shows and podcasts

have been turned down and the story of Blue bear has featured in a growing number of online blogs

and articles. Our reach alone, when combining the total number of podcast downloads, customers,

and social media followers, was over 10000 at the close of 2020. A large percentage of those

people will have been otherwise unaware or uniformed to the issues of human trafficking and

modern slavery, and whether consciously or not, have contributed to the fight against this evil.

Although it is harder to measure the ripples in a pond than its size and depth, the resulting influence

of Blue Bear Coffee Co. in our second year of business is unquestionably positive and we are

excited to reach more people in 2021 with a story of hope, restoration and justice.

IMPACT &
INFLUENCE
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£14,100 - SO FAR - RAISED FOR CHARITY

OVER 10,000 PEOPLE REACHED


